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ABSTRACT

A qualitative, grounded theory research was conducted to explore and deepen the understanding of how middle and low level managers can initialize and manage information technology (IT) outsourcing projects. The study involved 17 managers and leaders working in Ukraine in offshore software development companies. A grounded theory was utilized to analyze data from participants to identify the interrelationship among seven core categories including: (a) project communication, (b) employee training, (c) flexible organization, (d) strategic communication, (e) team unit, (f) transparent management, and (g) vendor adaptability. The study results indicate that applying a combination of concepts in the new theory as strategies allow managers to overcome barriers and achieve the realization of opportunities beyond traditional benefits in outsourcing. Such opportunities include achieving value-added results, vendor motivation, improved software quality, efficiency and timely delivery, organizational growth potential. The study highlighted the importance of referring a practical management system with characteristics of easily understandable and imaginable management approaches. The study also raised public awareness of the specific outsourcing landscape in Ukraine formed by that country’s cultural, technological, and political situation. The findings contribute to the body of knowledge on a practical management system in outsourcing although its scope was constrained by limited resources.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a knowledge gap on how companies can realize opportunities beyond traditional economic benefits when outsourcing to destinations like Ukraine with a high concentration of scientists and complex expertise. Our qualitative, grounded theory research was conducted to explore and deepen the understanding of how middle and low level managers can initialize and manage information technology (IT) outsourcing projects. The study involved 17 managers and leaders working in Ukraine in offshore software development companies. The authors’ findings offer insights into categories, which form the foundation of a new theory on the role of natural systematic approaches with social networking technologies in effective software outsourcing to Ukraine. The study results indicate that applying a combination of concepts in the new theory as a strategy, allows managers to overcome barriers and achieve the realization of opportunities beyond traditional benefits in outsourcing. Such opportunities include achieving value-added results, higher vendor motivation and organizational growth potential; increasing efficiency of outsourced development, improving software quality, and ensuring timely delivery. While much knowledge exists on the mutual benefits in international outsourcing engagements, outsourcing continues to be used mostly for a short-term economic advantage with advancement limiting long-term consequences...
Large outsourcing markets with inexpensive labor, such as China and India, are well utilized but destinations like Ukraine with a high concentration of scientists and complex expertise remain undervalued (Aspray, 2010; Nation Master, 2002; Rosenberg, 2010). Since the first European computer was created in the city of Kiev, Ukraine has played the major role in the former Soviet Union’s IT competition with the United States (Fitzpatrick, Berkovich, and Kazakova, 2006), and has continued to retain its scientific potential and complex expertise with 30,000 IT graduates for the workforce each year (Aspray, 2010; Nation Master, 2002; Rosenberg, 2010; “Ukrainian Outsourcing Market,” 2007). Yet, while Ukraine has been on an independent path, it lacks a leadership model that will enable fulfillment of its IT industry potential on the global arena (Barbash, 2009; “Ukrainian Outsourcing Market,” 2007).

The aim of this study was to fill the knowledge gap on how a practical management system with enabling information and communication technology can help effectively initialize and manage outsourcing to Ukraine with its unique situation in the software development industry. Initially, offshore IT outsourcing was driven mostly by cost (Patki & Patki, 2007). However, the accelerated rate of globalization and technology advancements have significantly increased the value of innovation, knowledge and process for many companies (Jung, Choi, and Songa, 2007; Perry, Candlot, and Schutte, 2010) and extended expectations in offshore IT arrangements beyond traditional benefits. Clott (2007) maintained that project and mid-level managers at a client, when entrusted with implementing offshore IT arrangements, need to operate with outsourcing vendor members in different time zones, across cultural differences, and over geographic distances. These IT project managers must face the tactical and strategic challenges of managing project members, vendors, and outsourced activities across multiple countries while possessing little diverse management experience (Clott, 2007). Theories of social networks (Vithessonthi, 2010) and the practical management system of an organic systems analogy in organizational management (Midanek, 2008) offer needed mechanisms to effectively managing large virtual organization in broad-scope projects.

One primary research question guided the inquiry of this study: What theory might explain the influence of a practical management system with information and communication technology on the effectiveness in offshore IT outsourcing arrangements? Low-and middle-level managers in developed countries may use different practices to achieve the realization of offshore software development project opportunities like is seen in Ukraine. The data from previous research on developed countries’ perspectives (Chadee & Raman, 2009; Hansen, Schaumburg-Müller, and Pottenger, 2008) and best management practices (Bowman, 2010; Kawamura & Nakamura, 2008; Pang, 2010), were triangulated with the data collected from the interview questions in this study. The depth of collected data enabled fulfillment of the secondary purpose of the study, which was developing a grounded theory on a practical management system that may lead to the effective use of offshore software project opportunities.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The field of outsourcing has emerged from transaction cost theory and has absorbed the theories of organization, resource, strategy, and knowledge management (Busi & McIvor, 2008). As the application of outsourcing remains limited, the theory does not provide full coverage of many existing practices. The growing popularity of outsourcing in the world’s globalizing economy makes it one of the most rapidly changing areas of business, often with confusing concepts, conflicting practices, and controversial implications (Chadee & Raman, 2009). According to Wheatley (2001), if existing mechanistic models cannot keep up with the demands for innovation and effective leadership, a new worldview of organizations as living systems can allow leaders guiding people thought continuous change and achieving boundless creativity with them. Theories of social networks (Vithessonthi, 2010) and the practical management system of an organic systems analogy in organizational management (Midanek, 2008) offer solutions for similar challenges to effectively managing large virtual organization in broad-scope projects and realizing opportunities beyond traditional benefits. The initial transaction cost theory perspective on outsourcing
neglected the learning dynamics and quality aspects (Mahnke, 2001). Later studies identified decision-making and the knowledge-based view, in addition to transaction cost economies, as the strongest influencing factors in outsourcing (Schwarz, Jayatilaka, Hirschheim, and Goles, 2009). Another model that is very close to the body of outsourcing models is the theory of virtual organizations. Similar to a virtual organization concept, international outsourcing is characterized by the distributed organizational entities and resources that require people to use virtual space for interactions to achieve organizational objectives (Shekhar, 2006). Hwang (2008) maintained that organizations become increasingly global with the exponential increase in collaboration over distance activities, with their partners or units operating in a virtual way. This outlines a context for outsourcing as one of the dimensions of the globalization theory.

The advent of IT makes social networking systems a viable medium to maintain the dynamics in outsourcing. Ties (or connections), the core structural element in social networks, facilitate collaborative work and allow the sharing of ideas, information, and knowledge between the members of a network (Fliaster & Spiess, 2008; Vithessonthi, 2010). Dawley (2009) argued that social networks facilitate self-directed learning by the common characteristics of communication patterns with theories of constructionist, connectivist, and constructivist learning. The concept of strong and weak ties present in social networks fosters external and internal knowledge exchange in organizations (Perry et al., 2010). Individuals may create an innovation from weak ties and develop it further through explicit knowledge from other individuals connected via strong ties.

Exploration of international outsourcing in IT requires researchers to consider a combination of theories from distributed environments, outsourcing, and information technology, as well as large and complex systems. Lacity and Rottman (2009) characterized IT outsourcing work as more difficult than other areas of outsourcing. Projects in IT are very complex because of the complexity of knowledge involved. Basili et al. (2010) reported that weak management, lack of employee motivation, inadequate training, and misalignment of IT and business strategies often lead to IT project failures. Developing new organizational structures and leveraging the best management concepts (Clott, 2007) from the areas of global corporate value management (Fukukawa & Teramoto, 2009), living, and general systems theories (Wennberg, Brandt, and Révay, 2006) are necessary to overcome the boundaries and to achieve long-term competitive advantage in knowledge intensive IT industry.

Understanding of large and complex systems is simplified by using metaphors and references to existing systems in nature (Bowman, 2010; Pang, 2010). Management approaches derived from the natural principles of harmony and synergy may positively influence efficiency of outsourcing relationships. Outsourcing as a form of buyer-vendor relationship is prone to the hierarchical partner relationship in which a dominant partner demands much more action from the weaker partner (Silva-Domingo & Canet-Giner, 2010). This undermines the efficacy of a relationship approach. Output in a relationship is greater if organizations are autonomous and compete in harmony rather than in dominance situations (Storbacka & Nenonen, 2009). Synergies in human, financial, and technological capital allow partnering organizations to capitalize better on the efficient use of resources and avoidance of duplication (Storbacka & Nenonen, 2009). Synergy and harmony in outsourcing relationships, similar to resources, lead to the efficient use of opportunities on both sides. As a result, the partnering organizations experience the advancement of various factors, such as innovation and size.

**Leading Software Outsourcing**

Outsourcing absorbed many mature theories and companies have been achieving significant cost and productivity improvements over many years of applying this tool (Busi & McIvor, 2008). Still many gaps and challenges exist in the IT offshoring. Sparse research exists on business and knowledge process outsourcing. International outsourcing methodology, which works for routine, well defined, and noncore activities, cannot be predictably applied to other tasks (Sen & Shiel, 2006). Deeper understanding of how to organize and manage international outsourcing seems an important topic as many organizations, pushed
by the competition, find themselves at the entry phase of outsourcing, but also recognize the moral obligation to keep domestic jobs (Aspray, 2010). By engaging in offshore software development, companies pursue gaining competitive advantage in several ways. Outsourcing reduces development costs via the substitution of higher wage employees for lower wage employees or lower skilled professionals with those with higher skills (Forbath, Brooks, and Dass, 2008). Forbath et al. (2008) also reported that companies achieve successful innovation by acquiring additional capabilities and expertise from outsourcing relationships. An organization can gain a strategic software outsourcing benefit by learning from the vendor’s experience of the global competitive aspects, including market, technology, and industry knowledge (Forbath et al., 2008). A vendor may possess knowledge in intellectual property, process and technological leadership, scalability, and supply chain considerations that are valuable for the client. Gonzalez, Gasco, and Llopis (2006) proposed three essential steps to making strategic outsourcing decisions: identifying the advantages and risks of offshore outsourcing, selecting a suitable form of outsourcing relationship, and determining a country or location for acquiring a vendor. Those three steps are related, and an organization should select an outsourcing destination based on its needs and processes. One can construct a template (see Figure 1) to assess activities and to suggest the appropriate outsourcing relationship and vendor location selection.

Figure 1: Planning Template to Assess Organization’s Activities and to Suggest Outsourcing Scenarios

The Ukrainian IT industry is characterized by a high-level expertise in complex solutions because of scientific inheritance and inventive engineers (Rosenberg, 2010). Free higher education and a strong focus on developing mathematical and engineering skills in Ukraine significantly increases the number of qualified graduates. According to World Bank statistics (Nation Master, 2002), Ukraine ranks 42nd in the world for the per capita number of scientists and engineers, with the United States and China ranking 59th and 85th respectively. In the 2007 and 2008 combined indexes of outsourcing published by the *Central and*
Eastern European IT Outsourcing Review (ITOlist Ukraine, 2010), Ukraine holds the top position among Central and Eastern European countries. According to a Global Services 100 survey (Nair, 2010), Ukraine holds 11th place in the world in terms of the number of people involved in IT outsourcing, surpassing Russia and Belarus. Aspray (2010) stated that much work requiring high levels of mathematical ability is outsourced to former Soviet Union countries in which a legacy of highly trained mathematicians and physical scientists from the Cold War era remains.

Social and Organic Systems

Information and communication technologies still cannot replace many aspects of physical face-to-face meetings and social interactions (Nandhakumar & Baskerville, 2006). Nandhakumar and Baskerville (2006) reported that periodic face-to-face meetings enable the creation of commitment and relationships. Awareness of this risk should allow virtual teams to manage such technologies to achieve expected outcomes. The success of sustainable virtual teams, therefore, lies in the ability to nurture trust in personal and impersonal human relationships. Online social networking is a promising technology to provide a level of abstraction for users to communicate and interact with each other on the intranet and Internet (Fliaster & Spiess, 2008; Vithessonthi, 2010) and thus minimizes the need to be co-located.

The analogy of living organisms often is used in organizational management as a model for simplifying the understanding of complex systems and processes. Midanek (2008) used the biological model of companies as living, breathing organisms that respond to the owner’s nurturing, to explain the nature of company growth. Malik (2002) reported that to imagine the distant future of a company, managers spontaneously seek clues in the evolution of a biological system rather than in organizational and economic theories. Anell and Wilson (2000) used the amoeba organism analogy to model changes in organization’s internal structure to ensure the proper flow of resources with the change in scale and scope. Similar to biological amoeba, an organizational structure with amoeba units is amorphous; it changes, adjusting its shape to the environment (Low, 2000). Amoeba units are highly interconnected and have no clear boundaries. The growth of amoebas leads to their division, thus forming new amoebas. In contrast to bureaucratic and hierarchical organizational structures, amoeba organizations can create economic wealth by mixing and matching resources in an infinitely dynamic and ad hoc way (Cooper, 1995).

The amoeba management system (AMS) used in Kyocera (Kawamura & Nakamura, 2008) may provide valuable insight in how to realize maximum outsourcing benefits given the AMS’s characteristics of internal, structural, and conceptual flexibility (Anell & Wilson, 2000; Cooper, 1995). The AMS uniqueness is in enabling the company to manage effectiveness at the level of small business units – amoebas (Trunecek, 2007). Small firms are recognized from many studies to be more effective than large firms in terms of entrepreneurship, innovation, performance, and finance (Ha-Brookshire, 2009; Ozenbas, and Portes, 2011). According to Cooper (1995), AMS facilitates an environment in which individuals enjoy their work and influence the way in which it is performed. The members of independent organizational units (amoebas) are expected to act as managers who devote their attention and creativity to the operation of the amoeba. This ensures improved trust and motivation among the members who can also help overcome challenges present in outsourcing, such as discontinuities caused by geographic distance, time zones, and cultural differences; knowledge coordination; and managing dispersed members (Espinosa et al., 2006; Lacity & Rottman, 2009).

METHOD

Design

For this research study, the constructivist grounded theory approach was the optimum choice because of the theoretical implications of outsourcing vendor managers’ vast experience of in working on multiple
projects ("Ukrainian Outsourcing Market," 2007). The study was designed to generate meaningful categories within the offshore software development project management domain based on professional beliefs, practices, values of the effective achievement of the outsourcing outcomes (including direct and indirect economic advantages), globalization aspects, capacity (Alexandrova, 2007; Nordin, 2005; Pai & Basu, 2007), the efficient use of core competencies, technologies, and specialized expertise, as well as improvement of accountability (Alexandrova, 2007; Belcourt, 2006; Kumar, 2007). The constructivist grounded theory design provides the opportunity to generate new theoretical explanation (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010) regarding how natural approaches with social networking technology can effectively lead international outsourcing. In this study, the grounded theory design focused on the critical interpretive process by analyzing the meanings and concepts used by managers of outsourcing vendor organizations. The sample consisted of 17 randomly selected managers in outsourcing vendor companies who have managed or led a group of people in offshore software development projects. To meet study guidelines, participants were required to have been in a leadership role for at least two of the last five years, have at least five years of software development work experience, and be at least 18 years old. The participants were coded P1-P17 to ensure anonymity. Table 1 illustrates the participants’ demographic background in terms of gender, age group, position, and experience.

Table 1: Aggregated Demographic Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Category</th>
<th>Total Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34 years</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44 years</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior engineer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in software offshoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9 years</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19 years</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in software development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9 years</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19 years</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes participants by demographic categories. The majority of the participants (ten respondents), identified themselves in the 25-34 years old category. Other seven participants were 35 and older. Of the 17 participants, only two were females and others were males. The software outsourcing industry in Ukraine remains male-dominated. All participants work in the offshore software development outsourcing industry in leadership positions and had five and more years of experience in software outsourcing industry.

Data Collection and Analysis

The data primarily was collected from interviews transcribed by the researcher and verified by the participants as well as the messaging logs of other interview formats convenient for the participants. Interviews fit Stancanelli’s (2010) condition of participants possessing experience in the area of interest necessary to produce and research initial ideas and information. Open-ended interviews were used to illuminate expected and unexpected perceptions of a practical management system and IT in the context of offshore software development. The interviews were designed to last approximately 70 minutes and consisted of 11 questions. The 11 open-ended interview questions aimed to capture software development related practices, general outsourcing practices, and reflection on the client’s leadership and management practices. Three questions concerned offshore software development practices, four addressed practices for outsourcing opportunities, and the remaining four related to the client perspective. The study used a grounded theory research design and constructivist approach to data analysis. The constructivist approach fulfilled the purpose of developing substantive theories through the identification of analytical categories.
and their relationships with further development of those into social theories of actions. The approach employed text searches, linking ideas, coding data, and drawing models while ensuring instant access to the original data behind the concepts (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010). The interviews in this study were translated from Russian or Ukrainian into English and then transcribed.

Analysis was conducted using NVivo® 10 qualitative analysis software to define categories that emerge from the data (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2011). The process of coding involved three steps of open, axial and selective coding. Parallel with coding, the constant comparison technique was used to identify similarities, differences, and refine concepts (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010). Each new code was compared to an existing code in the same category to determine each code’s properties including opposites, variation, or continua. In addition to defined codes, categories from the outside such as literature or personal experiences were used for a comparison. The condition of theoretical saturation was achieved when gathering fresh data no longer sparked new theoretical insight nor revealed new properties of the core categories (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7 Core Categories

Analysis of the interviews of the 17 study participants led to identification of seven categories: (a) project communication, (b) employee training, (c) flexible organization, (d) strategic communication, (e) team unit, (f) transparent management, and (g) vendor adaptability. Figure 2 shows the identified thematic categories.

Figure 2: Core Categories in Grounded Theory

This figure shows 7 core categories constituting the grounded theory in this study.

The findings of the current grounded theory indicate that the managers in outsourcing vendor companies within the sampled population appeared to be using and experiencing combinations of management theories that were coded under seven emergent categories depicted on the Figure 2, including project communication, employee training, flexible organization, strategic communication, team unit, transparent management, and vendor adaptability practices. Development and relation of the categories resulted in the
theoretical model that portrays the general meaning (Creswell, 2007). Figure 3 illustrates a model of the grounded theory with related concepts of the general situation, strategies in applying management practices, and achievement of special benefits in the theoretical model of initializing and managing IT outsourcing projects to Ukraine.

Figure 3: Theoretical Model of Initializing and Managing IT Outsourcing Projects to Ukraine

1. Management exposure to complex projects and specific vendor situation
Condition: Offshoring, outsourcing, software development, political, and cultural barriers
Consequence: Missing opportunities, failing to manage risks, and giving up on expectations

2. Strategies of initializing and managing IT outsourcing projects
- Natural approach and philosophy
- Flexible organization
- Team unit
- Transparent management
- Vendor adaptability
- Social network technologies
- Employee training
- Project communication
- Strategic communication

3. Realization of opportunities beyond traditional benefits
- Embodying unique opportunities; achieving competitive advantage; gaining quality results; expanding and improving organization; shortening development times.

This figure shows three steps of the problem-solution model of initializing and managing IT outsourcing projects to Ukraine. Step one is an acknowledgement of the problematic situation with offshore outsourcing. Step two lists strategies to apply in order to improve the situation. Finally, step three shows which opportunities beyond traditional benefits should be monitored in order to evaluate the successful implementation of the strategies.

All of the participants and literature (Chadee & Raman, 2009; Chou, 2009; Horwitz, Bravington, and Silvis, 2006; Jayatilaka & Hirschheim, 2009; Malik & Majeed, 2010) addressed the importance of project communication as enabling and challenging for offshore IT outsourcing. The participants indicated that to facilitate value-added results and vendor motivation, a client should communicate clear goals and expectations, be actively involved, provide feedback, and just in time directions to vendor. According to Chadee and Raman (2009), active participation and better communication lead to an improved client-vendor relationship. Horwitz, et al. (2006) stated that clearly defined objectives, roles, and responsibilities ensure effective coordination over distance, whereas appreciation for the virtual team achievements and efforts is crucial to motivate remote members and compensate for the lack of interaction in a virtual environment. Malik and Majeed (2010) reported the factors of project type and size, development strategy, communication approach, and cultural and geographical differences contribute to the success or failure of offshore software projects. Participants distinguished agile methodology in particular to help mitigating issues with distance communication in offshore engagements. Also the majority of the participants (P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P12, P13, P15) indicated that to communicate project and company organizational principles, a client and vendor should use common language and tools including documents, e-mails, presentations, Skype®, chat rooms, Wiki pages on Confluence®, and Campfire® chat. Similar features and purposes can be found in social networking systems (Bennett et al. 2010).

Under the employee-training category, all of the participants discussed essential characteristics of Ukrainian IT professionals, which involves a high level of technical expertise and life-long-learning attitude. The participants suggested clients assign research tasks in Ukrainian IT outsourcing and direct the energy of developers by tasking them with technical challenges. A high concentration of scientists and engineers, as
well as technical skill and learning attitude characteristics are due to the availability of free higher education and a strong focus on developing mathematical and engineering skills in Ukraine. According to participants, this created advantageous conditions for IT outsourcing in Ukraine (Nation Master, 2002). Practices of leveraging new technologies, training by superiors and an exchange of visitations were noted by a majority of the participants as reasons that lead client companies to successful innovation, competitive technology, and new industry knowledge by acquiring additional capabilities and expertise from outsourcing relationships (Forbath et al., 2008). Consistent with the literature (Rosenberg, 2010), participants stated that despite the higher cost compared to China and India, Ukraine offers better efficiency and quality of the software development services. Competitive environments require learning dynamics in adaptability and capability development, aspects (Mahnke, 2001), which may not be measurable.

Yakhlef (2009) stated that IT outsourcing became a significant organizational restructuring force since its emergence in 1990s. Participants identified flexible organization structure as a major response to the variations of interactions in offshore IT outsourcing engagements. Most of the participants indicated (53% of the participants) that it is important to group people by projects and functions to effectively set up teams and ensure competence where needed. A resource pool manager who interacts with client and vendor managers, and central project technology repository simplify search of the expertise in the organization. Having two managers for each developer as in matrix organizations allows organizations to focus on long and short term objectives, as well as influence company's culture via vertical links. As suggested in the literature, participants emphasized that outsourcing offers resource flexibility (Chou, 2009). Vendors maintain dynamic structure to offer transitions from senior to junior level developers, temporary increases in work force, scaling up, and downsizing the team. Common philosophy and strategy between client and vendor serve guiding function towards collaborative flat organization (Insinga & Werle, 2000; Ketchen et al. 2008). The majority of the participants (71% of the participants) described strategic communication via concepts of sharing business information, connecting with horizontal teams, aligning general guidelines, and socializing with managers and employees, conferencing face-to-face; and sharing information across teams. The participants indicated that to achieve vendor motivation, align directions, and stimulate vendor input, client must share background business information with the vendor.

By sharing business information proactively, client and vendor minimize the need of communication during the project execution, which in turn reduces the risks of distance communication. Barr (2009) acknowledged that the international characteristics of distance communication and cultural differences deem for improved process efficiency in outsourcing. The participants also emphasized the importance of sharing business and project information among internal teams to enable faster knowledge transfer when assignments change. Desouza, Awazu, and Baloh (2006) identified the efficiency of knowledge exchange across the functions of an organization and between organizations is critical for organizational operation, and should be achieved through the optimization of software services and products. Participants indicated that to develop common organization principles, managers and employees need to socialize. The connections or ties in social networks facilitate collaborative work and allow the sharing of ideas, information, and knowledge between members (Fliaster & Spiess, 2008; Vithessonthi, 2010).

Under the category of team unit, all of the participants discussed the importance of autonomous team units in organization. This perspective is in alignment with the literature, which indicates that outsourcing should be considered in the context of organizational units in addition to the organization as a whole to identify in-house expertise, competitive technology, depth and risk-diversification at a finer level (Barr, 2009; Insinga & Werle, 2000). The participants indicated that accounting for complete components facilitates greater motivation, exploration of opportunities, and expansion of outsourcing teams. Clients should assign tasks in complete features for vendors to develop and stay with those features for longer period in contrast to the flow of non-related tasks as in discipline-oriented approach. With preliminary level of trust client can delegate component and high-level design creation to vendor, and can leave tasks open-ended for vendor to detail. Vendor teams work autonomously as independent organization unit for two employers. Similarly,
the literature describes the work of highly independent pseudo-firms in AMS, where units are responsible for selling products, both internally and externally (Cooper, 1995). Managers lead the teams and have the flexibility of making local decisions. The participants stated that managers feel responsible for the team and results, for which they pass client expectation to the team, set examples of organization principles, ensure local team culture, and act as the buffer against demotivating client behavior or changes. Cooper (1995) described the greatest strengths of the Kyocera’s AMS as being opportunistic for individuals to become leaders of independent amoebas to realize themselves as company owners.

All of the participants addressed the importance of transparent management. To achieve client appreciation, the participants provide periodic results by developing the product in short iterations. Short iterations ensure a balance between clients desire to see the product as soon as possible and vendor developers’ interest to research the technical side. Similar practice of periodical reviews for effective delivery is found in the literature. Kyocera Corporation conducts objective and transparent audits of management performance on a regular basis (Kyocera Corporation, 2006). Midanek (2008) determined that company grows its values by focusing continuously on cash and its movements; moving beyond periodic reports to qualitative assessment of the internal and external situation; and fostering a culture of valuing people with associated risks, mistakes, retrospection, and rehabilitation. To survive through challenges and deliver positive outcomes, company leaders should create a culture of innovation and collective spirit in addition to formal processes and material benefits (Weatherhead, 2008). Along with periodical results delivery, the participants identified the concept of early problem reporting as important to avoid damage to client. Consistently, Morali and Wieringa (2010) stated the importance of controlling risks in outsourcing to prevent excessive project costs. Social networking systems provide effective environment for more efficient collaboration, increased communication around a problem, higher transparency of communication, and better value innovation (Burrus, 2010).

Finally, under the vendor adaptability category the majority of the participants (88%) indicated that the ability of vendor to adapt to processes and scope changes is important for effective result delivery. By the nature of contractual outsourcing relationship, a vendor is interested in successful collaboration (Silva-Domingo & Canet-Giner, 2010). The participants indicated among practices in their companies the need to clarify vague requirements by interviewing and questioning the client. According to the study participants, during political conflicts in client, vendor engineers keep neutrality. To improve further collaboration, vendor strives to apply the best development process and recommend it to the client. The client should have understanding for these characteristics. Kumar (2007) described improvement of productivity and expertise access in organizations in outsourcing relationships. Forbath et al. (2008) reported that an organization could learn from the vendor’s experience involving global competitive aspects, including market, technology, and industry knowledge, as a strategic software outsourcing benefit. The participants identified that Ukrainian developers are flexible to methodology and type of project including agile methodology for iterative and continuous development, RUP for fixed price projects, discipline-oriented tasks for firmer control over the results, as well as feature-oriented tasks for better motivation.

Jayatilaka and Hirschheim (2009) stated that the significance of costs involved and outcomes from the outsourcing depends from how effectively managers in charge can implement changes in IT sourcing arrangements. Plugge and Janssen (2009) suggested that vendors also need to improve their capabilities to adapt to meet customer demands. New Grounded Theory – Natural Systematic Approaches for Effective Outsourcing The seven categories identified through analyzing the data are interrelated and form the foundation of a new theory regarding the influence of managerial approaches within a practical management system with IT technology on effective initialization and management of the offshore software outsourcing. The effective initialization and management include realization of unique opportunities, achieving competitive advantage, gaining quality results, shortening development times, expanding, and improving organization. The concepts in participant responses, literature, and researchers’ personal insights are related to each of the seven categories in the theory of Natural Systematic Approaches for Effective
Outsourcing. The management practices identified in different categories lead to positive outcomes in effective outsourcing. Achieving value-added results and vendor motivation requires active goal and feedback communication; possibility to learn from challenges; experienced business, and architecture members in client’s organization; appreciation of vendor ideas and results; alignment of client and vendor missions; and realistic plans. An aspect of improved software quality was referred by the participants in context of applying agile practices, which allowed keeping developers on goal and helped to overcome distance communication issues. Other quality prerequisites include reviewing and consulting by peers; synergizing from common education and cultural backgrounds; controlling quality by client; empowering vendor manager for decisions and responsibilities; reporting and addressing problems promptly; and acquiring sufficient resources.

Further, efficiency of outsourced development and timely delivery depend on applying practices of client involvement for effective decision making; sharing organizational principles; utilizing online tools; frequent meetings and responding to e-mails within a day; possessing lifelong-learning attitudes; online project and resource management; distributed decision making; and small self-organized teams in vendor. The final outcome described by the study participants is the organizational growth potential, which can be achieved by fostering horizontal communication by vertical links; defining contractual relationships, roles, and responsibilities between client and vendor; client knowledge accumulation in vendor; recognizing outsourcing contribution to business success; assigning high-level and open-ended tasks in outsourcing; balancing teams by workload, expertise, and gender; and nurturing long and trusted relationship.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Despite the practice of outsourcing increasingly gaining importance in the globalizing economy, effective collaboration across national borders remains one of the problematic areas. This qualitative, grounded theory study sought to address the general problem of the mutual benefits in international outsourcing engagements beyond a short-term economic advantage with advancement limiting long-term consequences. Large outsourcing markets with inexpensive labor, such as China and India, are well known, but destinations like Ukraine with a high concentration of scientists and complex expertise remain undervalued. The specific problem this study sought to address is the lack of clarity about how a practical management system with enabling information and communication technology can help effectively initialize and manage outsourcing to Ukraine with its unique situation in the software development industry.

Perspectives of the 17 managers and leaders included in this study were generalized through triangulation and analysis, which led to the construction of a new grounded theory: Natural systematic approaches for effective outsourcing. The theory constitutes seven principles of project communication, employee training, flexible organization, strategic communication, team unit, transparent management, and vendor adaptability. Strategies of combining those principles represent the perceptions and beliefs of low- and middle-managers on initialization and management of IT outsourcing projects. The findings of the current study indicate the application of management practices lead to realization of opportunities beyond traditional benefits in offshore software outsourcing.

Leaders of the client and vendor companies engaged in outsourcing relations must not underestimate the importance of managers and management practices in place. This study resulted in a grounded theory, a model and a practical management system, which represent the knowledge of the perceptions, and beliefs of outsourcing managers and leaders on how to realize unique opportunities, achieve competitive advantage, gain quality results, shorten development times, expand, and improve organization. Future research can focus on generalizing the grounded theory developed in this study as well as on testing the theory in other countries-destinations for outsourcing. The governments of countries with similar IT outsourcing may strengthen their positions in the world service offering market. An easy to understand and
imagine practical management system applied with the IT will lead to effective initialization and management of outsourcing process in the respective areas of country’s expertise.
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